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Salazar Announces Improvements to Glen Canyon Dam Operations to
Restore High Flows and Native Fish in Grand Canyon
Adaptive management strategy meets water and power supply needs
WASHINGTON – Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar announced today that, as part of the
Interior’s Glen Canyon Dam Adaptive Management Program, and in cooperation with five
Interior agencies, the Bureau of Reclamation is approving two long-term research and
experimental programs of high-flow releases and native fish protection to preserve and
improve the Grand Canyon and its resources. Together, these decisions represent the most
important experimental modification of operations of Arizona’s Glen Canyon Dam in over
sixteen years.
The two programs authorize changes in flow releases from the dam to meet water and power
needs, but also to allow better conservation of sediment downstream, more targeted efforts to
control non-native fish predation, and continued scientific experimentation, data collection,
and monitoring to better address the important resources in the Colorado River below Glen
Canyon Dam.
“We’ve gained tremendous knowledge about the unique resources of the Grand Canyon in the
Colorado River downstream of Glen Canyon Dam over the past sixteen years,” said Secretary
Salazar. “Today’s decisions constitute a milestone in the history of the Colorado River and
will provide a scientific foundation to improve future operations to benefit resources in the
Grand Canyon, as well as the millions of Americans who rely on the river for water and
power.”
The first program establishes a long-term protocol for testing high-flow releases from Glen
Canyon dam to determine whether multiple high flow events can be used to rebuild and
conserve sandbars, beaches, and associated backwater habitats that have been destroyed or lost
over the years of the dam’s construction and operation. The experimental protocol will
simulate natural flood conditions in order to provide key wildlife habitat, potentially reduce
erosion of archaeological sites, enhance riparian vegetation, maintain or increase camping
opportunities, and improve the wilderness experience along the Colorado River in Grand

Canyon National Park. The protocol is designed to take full advantage of sediment provided
by tributaries of the Colorado River as a result of rainstorms and monsoons.
The protocol for high-flow experimental releases applies scientific information gained in
previous high flow releases in 1996, 2004, and 2008 and provides the necessary, flexible
framework to conduct further experimental releases through 2020 to determine the optimal
timing, duration, frequency, and conditions that will maximize ecological and riparian benefits
downstream in the Grand Canyon. For more information on the program, click here.
The second program outlines a series of actions and research to control non-native fish and
protect endangered native fish in the Colorado River below Glen Canyon Dam. Conservation
of native fish, particularly the endangered humpback chub, will be enhanced by reducing the
threat of predation and competition from non-native fish and improving critical habitat. The
actions will also ensure continued compliance with the Endangered Species Act and a Final
Biological Opinion issued by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in 2011. Extensive
government-to-government tribal consultations and analyses were conducted to ensure the
required non-native fish control actions can be implemented in a way that respects tribal
perspectives. For more information on the program, click here.
“Implementation of these two programs marks a huge step forward in integrating the
management of a dam that’s critical to the delivery of water and power to millions of people in
the Southwest with better conservation of the incredible values of the Grand Canyon,” said
Assistant Secretary for Water and Science Anne Castle. “We are refining our operations to
reflect what we’ve learned and address the concerns expressed by several Native American
tribes about the management of fish at locations honored as sacred sites by many of the tribes
and pueblos.”
The actions outlined in both detailed Environmental Assessments completed today include
important scientific research and monitoring components that are fundamental to the adaptive
management process. Reclamation has primary responsibility for operation of Glen Canyon
Dam and the National Park Service has primary responsibility for Grand Canyon National
Park and Glen Canyon National Recreation Area.
"The National Park Service is a strong supporter of high flow tests to help determine how best
to rebuild and sustain the beaches and sand bars below Glen Canyon Dam. We appreciate the
extensive collaboration required to develop these research programs which are critical to
preserving the awesome resources and visitor experience along the Colorado River in Grand
Canyon National Park," said Jonathan B. Jarvis, Director of the National Park Service.
Today’s actions represent the most comprehensive experiment for protection of the Grand
Canyon since Secretary of the Interior Bruce Babbitt signed a Record of Decision in 1996 and
conducted the first high flow release. The experiments will help answer critical questions
about the complex interactions between dam releases and resource responses, and also advance
the goal of the Grand Canyon Protection Act to improve resource conditions.
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